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The single double bed in the hotel in Colombo (D. Ho)

Article

Sri Lanka: Around the Waterholes and Down the Roads
by Graeme GUY

Category: Places

It takes quite a lot of planning for a Safari where you are away from technical support. It
was with some trepidation and excitement that the four of us from the Nature Photographic
Society (Singapore) did the relatively brief hop across the Indian Ocean to Colombo in Sri
Lanka. Not surprisingly we had a slight exchange of words with the check-in girl regarding
the weight of our camera bags. As a result we were ushered into the dreaded lane B. Instead
of going straight through to immigration lane B went into a darkened room. Visions of strip
searches, interrogation under intense light or hours of sensory deprivation flashed through
our minds. Surprisingly, from this location we were ushered directly to immigration. Quite
why the detour was necessary was beyond me.

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9

We arrived in Colombo in the evening
and after a relatively easy passage
through immigration and customs we
met our driver (and life saver) for the
next week, Karu. Actually there are
about another 25 letters after the Karu
prefix before his real name is
completed. We had a 30 minute drive
into the centre of Colombo, a
sprawling, grubby but lively city. Our
hotel was built by the English, who
colonized after the Portuguese and
Dutch, and was situated over the road
from a segment of the docks and next
to the intensely fortified Central Police
Station. Stray dogs sniffed derrieres in
the street while murders of crows hung
around the phone wires like gangs
from West Side Story. A bridal party

arrived just before us at the hotel reception so we had something nice to look at while we completed
the paperwork. Karu described to us in detail the complexities of choosing a bride and getting one
that is ‘new’. The shared rooms were large and Edwardian in appearance and the single double bed
(to be shared by two males) stood resplendently bedecked with its associated drapery.

We supped on egg hoppers (hoppers are made from extruded rice and look like course gauze
sheets) and Three Coins beer, the latter tasted like the crapped-up home brews I used to make.
The night saw no errant activities and we prepared for long drive down the coast from Colombo to
Galle and then East across the bottom to YalaNational Park
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Colombo was awake early in a seething mass of
colourful humanity. Three-wheeled taxis, the Thais call
Tuk-tuks and the Sri Lankans unadventurously call
three-wheelers, were everywhere. Some are painted in
bright colours with raunchy stickers and gaudy flowers
decorating the interior. Many had shiny plastic-coated
seats and with no doors together with errant cornering
it was not difficult to imagine passengers ‘lost’ along
the route. Fish sellers carried their wares on baskets
suspended from over-the-shoulder poles while layers of
vendors in street stalls of all sizes sold many different
items from simple drinking coconuts to suspensions
from Morris Minors. There were Kalashnikov-toting
soldiers everywhere; peering from bunkers or lolling
around strategic corners in small groups. The average
soldier is so thin it would be a snipers nightmare to hit
them. Currently there is slightly wobbly cessation in the
fighting with the Tamil Tigers in the north. It is a war
that is disastrous for this laid-back, Third World
country. Currently there are no internal air services
because these would have represented prime targets
for hijacking and beyond.

Karu told us the first rule of driving......you honk at
anything that might delay your passage; errant busses,
maniac truck drivers, testicular-scratching canines,
mooching cows, slow bike riders, umbrella toting
pedestrians and yes (I saw it twice) lizards crossing the
road. You don’t reduce speed when you come to a
collection of impediments...............you just honk more
frequently, close your eyes and go for it. I also figured
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Water buffalos crossing a pond (J. Wong)

Three-wheelers (J. Wong)

Curds and treacle (J. Wong)

Sri Lankans should be good a judging the pace of
oncoming cricket balls......they swerve at the very last
second away from oncoming traffic.......not to mention
passing the three-wheelers by very thin divisions of a millimeter. It was certainly a white-knuckle
ride and far removed from the smooth highway cruising that makes driving pleasant and easy.

If the driving as described sounds horrific........try driving at night!!!!!! It is like going up three skill
levels in a gut-wrenching electronic game. As the light wanes the murky shadows are even harder
to detect. Seemingly only about one in ten vehicles has a light showing......smiling should be made
compulsory. Despite the many near-death experiences we only saw one dead dog (a scratch too
far) and one over-turned three-wheeler.

The majority of Sri Lankans are Buddhists and various sized-Buddha statues were dotted along the
route. Coloured plastic ribbons or flags are used to frequently denote various events. White ribbons
denoted a Buddhist death, blue and white a Christian death, Orange flags meant a dead monk and
red flags meant the communist party wanted to be noticed.

Colombo seemed to go on forever...it thinned out a bit but the humanity and other van-fodder was
always there. The weather was indifferent with gray clouds and angry surf banging heavily on a
steep-banked series of beaches. We stopped after about four hours traveling to look around some
old Portuguese coastal fortifications at Galle, where heavy walls succumbed to the rigours of time,
cows roamed the grassy edges, goats chomped piles of litter, merchants rang bells to highlight their
presence and boys played cricket on a rough pitch.

We passed a series of beaches that were
once the location of the tourist-brochure pole
fishermen. Wooden poles were driven into the
sand 50-70 metres out from the shore to give
the individuals a better location to cast nets or
fishing lines. The younger generation doesn’t
want to do use this mode of hunting nowadays
and it can only be seen as staged acts for
tourists and money. We stopped further along
the coast for lunch at a coastal hotel (resort)
that looked like a combination between a
lighthouse and a disused Russian railway
station. Oh yes, there was curry and an
introduction to the local dessert; curds and
treacle.

It has always puzzled me how people living in humble dwellings and washing in dirty streams have
nice clean cloths. Do they have better soap than us? Similarly in Sri Lanka not only do you see the
washing getting a pummeling in gray, green, greasy creeks but the drying process seems to be
rather haphazard too. Very seldom did the washing appear hung on a line. It was draped over
fences, on bushes, on grass and even on the naked mud. Crotchless panties may not come from
Victoria’s Secret but via courtesy of a hungry passing goat. I think I will make a fortune by importing
Hills Hoisting clotheslines.

Water buffalo (A. Leung)

After a few more bum-numbing
miles we left the coast and
immediately hit a much drier
looking countryside. Paddi fields
were interspersed with small
villages and many more targets for
the honking horn. The vegetation
around Yala was rather like a dry
savannah and the darkening rice
was ready for harvest. The brawny
buffalos used to be the centre of
all motive power in the paddi fields
and on the road. They now spend
a long retirement wallowing in the
mud. as motorized machines that
are now equally over-worked have
replaced them These handle-
barred implements do the
ploughing and can be hitched to
other apparatus to thresh the grain. They are also used as a major form of road transport. All
shapes and sizes of carts are drawn behind the chugging packages as the farmer’s family and most
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Squirrel (A. Leung)

The setup in a Land Rover (D. Ho)

Aaron and Graeme (D. Ho)

Sunrise at Yala National Park (A. Leung)

of the village is transported to town. Great ingenuity has been shown in designing add-ons to carts;
thatched roofs, padded seats and over-sized wooden framework. The old ox-carts were a work of
art, exquisitely made and upholstered in leather they now spend their days as museum exhibits or
as centre-pieces in hotel lobbies.

There is a group of Wildlife Parks in the South of Sri Lanka.
We visited three of them Yala (West), Udawalawe, and
Bundala. Before checking in to the Yala Safari Lodge, which
is located just outside the park, we toured the fringes of the
adjacent BundalaPark. The lodge was comfortable, air-
conditioned .......and had two separate beds. The electricity
had a few hiccups but the staff (all men) was very friendly
and efficient. The food was good with some variety aside
from the ubiquitous curries. There was even a resident,
large, piebald squirrel that begged for bananas and when
successful draped himself, banana on one side and nuts on
the other side of a rafter while typewriter-eating his prize.

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9

We did not have much rest after the grueling trip from Colombo as a 5am start was planned for the
following morning. Shooting in the park was done from the back of covered Land Rovers. There
were seats running down the length of each side and sufficient room for two to sit with camera on
tripods. We set out before sunrise and were greeted by a colourful sunrise. The main optical targets
for most tourists were leopards, elephants (particular tuskers) and a dark brown sloth bear (not the
upside down variety). The tracks were rather rough and dusty and we soon realized that shooting
for the next two days would be a real field test for our gear.

We drove in tandem with a
required spotter in the first
jeep. The vegetation was dry-
looking and brown coloured
awaiting the monsoons that
arrive in November for
welcome moisture. The
receding watering holes were
the focus for most action. It
took a while to get through to
the drivers that we needed to
park in a nice location, with
light behind us and wait for
action to arrive. We did see
several species of deer, a
few elephants, crocodiles,
mongooses, wild boar, water
buffalo and numerous
species of birds. Possibly
about 1/3 of the birds can be
seen in Singapore but often
with significant differences. It

seemed odd seeing so many peafowl wandering around in the wild. We are so used to see those
decorating manicured parks that they seemed devalued in their natural habitat.
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Spotted dear (G. Guy) Mongoose (G. Guy)

Marsh crocodile (G. Guy) A marsh crocodile and an Indian darter (A. Leung)

Wandering peafowl (J. Wong)
Peafowl by a waterhole (D. Ho)

Later in the twilight a warning call from a buck deer indicated there was a leopard in the area. A kill
had been earlier been sighted in the vicinity. The light was right and the mouths were dry with
anticipation but the main actor did not appear. The vehicles carry no radios but word of mouth later
indicated a bear was in open terrain nearby. We sped to locate big Ted (who disappointingly looked
like a worn-out rug). In the excitement one of the jeeps broke down and was unable to change
gear. Our jeep towed it back to base in darkness. The tow-rope snapped half a dozen times and
ended up about 6 feet long....another white knuckle ride. We were rewarded for our trials when a
young male leopard crossed the road in the headlight of our vehicle. The tow rope broke again at
the same time and there were not many volunteers to go out a re-attach it. Actually elephants are
more dangerous. We were pretty pooped after a hot and dusty day, wrestling large lenses and
fending off the medical condition known as square bum. The shower, cool beer and cool room were
welcome as we rushed to clean our gear for the following day. Big trash bags were added to bags
as an accessory to keep the dust out of the interior of cameras or off the surface of the glassware.

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9

A water hole (A. Leung) Green bee-eater (D. Ho)
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Common kingfisher (G. Guy)

Indian darter (G. Guy)

Changeable Hawk-Eagle (G. Guy)

Sore bodies were crow-barred out of bed the following morning. We decided to just do a morning
shoot and to spend some time shooting shore birds in the afternoon outside the park.With pre-
knowledge we were able to stake out a couple of well-positioned watering holes and saw some
good action. Raptor species were seen frequently and some at relatively low altitudes.
Some eagles even descended to
drink the precious water alongside
some of the other animals. There
were three to four species of bee-
eaters; one a green bee-eater
was very abundant and much
easier to photograph than his
cousins in Singapore. Colourful
kingfishers were also a prime
photographic target while they
perched and darted into the water
repeatedly while Indian darters
hung out their wings, like the
morning washing, to dry. Hornbills
were also spotted in trees but
were beyond our lenses
capabilities.

Later in the afternoon we shot
waders, storks and pelicans from
the waters edge at a nearby
estuary. While photographing I
noticed a local man throwing dried
cow dung into a sack. He was
apparently collecting material to
construct the floor of his humble
dwelling. A frame of wooden
sticks outlines the crude structure
of the huts. Wet clay adds the
body of the walls and the roof
frame is covered with dried palm
fronds. One such dwelling we
visited later had the interior walls
seething with ‘daddy longlegs’
spiders......good for the macro
shooters but likely to result in
many female screams. The
poorest eke out a precarious
living. The slightly larger painted
houses all seem to sport TVs
inside as a focal point amongst the minimal furnishings. The Sri Lankans are always smiling
(especially the women) and never seem to get particularly angry. Their hospitality is legendary.....as
even the poorest will provide a stranger a cup of tea and will share their meager food.

Dennis, James and Graeme (A. Leung) Painted storks (A. leung)
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Debrah Wewa (D. Ho)

Stock-billed kingfisher on power line (G. Guy)

Painted stork in-flight (D. Ho)

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9

The third shooting morning
dawned a bit on the wet side.
Nevertheless we headed out to
photograph birds in a marshy
area. The location, Debrah Wewa
(weir/reservoir) is a huge ‘pond’
covered in lotus and water lilies.
We accessed the area along a
bund that was an arterial route
between two villages. What
seemed to be a quiet area soon
proved otherwise. Several eagles
sat in nearby trees near their
nest. Long-legged water birds;
Jacanas, Swamp hens, Purple
Coots and Pond, Little and Purple
Herons foraged amongst the
plants. On the bank-edge a pair
of Prinias brought insects back to
their nest to feed their brood.
Three species of Kingfishers sat
on the power lines overhead.
Around the corner there were
several medium-sized trees that
were liberally festooned with Baya
Weaver nests. Some of the nests
were active and attended by
swarms of this hyperactive
species. The males were slightly
different in coloration from their
Singapore relatives. Here, the
males had yellow feathers from
the head down to the mid chest.
In Singapore yellow feathers are
only on the crown of the head.

We had a quieter afternoon that enabled us to catch up on running repairs to camera gear, clothes
and sleep mechanisms. We shot around the Game Lodge and the nearby estuary where pelicans
cruised and sandpipers and stints foraged along the waters edge.

Sunset near the Yala Game Lodge (D. Ho) Pelican sunset (J. Wong)
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The later start the next morning enabled more
shooting of the local species in the desirable
morning light. Again there seemed to be action
everywhere; a pair of Magpie Robins was
nesting in a hole in a tree, Sunbirds (yellow with
a purple rump) hunted for nectar in the flowers
and Flower-peckers foraged the treetops with
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Magpie Robin (G. Guy)

Red-vented bulbul (A. Leung)

Hornbill (J. Wong)

their characteristic glass-scratching call.

We left the confines of the Game Lodge and
traveled west towards the Udawalawe Game
Reserve and new lodgings. We stopped for
lunch at an unpretentious restaurant that had
adjacent scattered woodlands on one side and a
field containing a marshy pond next to it. Again
both environments hosted a number of bird
species. Green Bee-eaters and the equally
ubiquitous red-vented bulbul were again all over
the place and we saw a couple of species new
to us; a pair of Paradise Flycatchers (the male
has an elegant long tail) and a Scarlet Minivet.
The midday sunlight was not particularly
favourable to getting good shots but the
binocular viewing was good. The only other
guests were a German couple who left later.
They had stayed the night in a tent and enjoyed
24 hours of the surrounding wildlife. He was a
journalist who had written a well-illustrated book
(written in German) about traveling around Sri
Lanka. The curry was good and the ubiquitous
curds and treacle followed that.

We arrived at our new lodgings, Peacock Beach
Resort and prepared for our afternoon trip
around the Udawalawe Reserve, which is
renowned for its elephants. After boarding our
land rovers we spent the first hour or so
photographing birds. First we stopped to
photograph a hornbill. Again eagles were cooperative on their low perches and we also ‘captured’
an Indian Roller, a large colourful member of the kingfisher family.

The vegetation in the earlier parts
of the Reserve was blackened by
fire. Apparently some less-than-
happy wannerbe hunters torch the
grass each year to vent their
frustrations. There were grassier
areas further into the park where
the elephants seemed to
congregate. We saw singles,
small groups and two large
groups consisting of around 30
pachyderms. We stopped to get
close-up shots of a female, which
was not without consequences.
The foraging technique was
fascinating to watch. A series of
well-placed kicks from a stubby
front foot uprooted the short
grass. The trunk rounded up the
vegetation into a reasonable sized

mouthful. Without skipping a beat the beast broke wind in a long bubbling emission, a rendition that
would have resulted in a tax bill amounting to thousands of dollars if the aforesaid was resident in
New Zealand. Unfortunately the wind was not in a favourable direction.

The lodgings for the next two nights were comfortable and again fronted the pounding surf and were
adjacent to a salt works where the briny water was evaporated in expansive shallow ponds.

Congregating elephants (D. Ho)
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Flying painted stork (G. Guy)

Painted stork landing (G. Guy)

Elephant foraging (A. Leung) Elephant close-up (D. Ho)
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Bundala National Park (A. Leung) Black-tailed godwit (G. Guy)

The target for the lenses the next morning was
the Bundala National Park. The park was near
the oceanfront and its series of estuarine ponds
were particularly suitable for migratory birds that
had already started arriving from currently
cooling northern climes. We stopped at various
ponds to photograph these migrants as well as
taking challenging shots of storks and pelicans
in flight. Several pied kingfishers alternated
between hovering over the water and observing
targets from adjacent brancheswhile local
fishermen in colourful outrigger canoes returned
with their catch. A 2 metre-long cobra slithered
across the dusty trail behind us at one point and
we encountered a number of elephants and
resident monkeys. At one point a door banging
in the jeep startled the monkeys, which led to a
minute of excited dancing around the ground
with their tails in the question mark position until
they blended back into the scrubby bush. We
left the park for a couple of hours around
lunchtime and returned in the late afternoon for
another session in evening light. We had a
resident spotter in the back of the jeep with us.
He was a young fellow but had a very good
knowledge of the various species we
encountered. The staff was very wary about
anyone leaving the confines of the jeep because
a German tourist had been pulped two years
previously when she left her vehicle to get a better shot of a supposedly placid male.
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Local fishermen (G. Guy)

Pied kingfisher (G. Guy) Monkey (A. Leung)
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We were due to fly back to Singapore on Sunday morning and were therefore obliged to spend the
day returning from the South East to Colombo. We took a different route back going over some
higher country, which included some tea plantations. Our process was curtailed for some time as
we encountered a long stretch of road (around 50 miles) that was being upgraded. We passed
though one partially wooded area on the foothills where the roadside stalls were all selling pillows.
Apparently kapok trees were abundant in the area and the fluffy content of the pods were still used
to stuff pillows and mattresses. On a previous day we had driven through a copse of trees that
harboured colonies or large black bats in the upper reaches. Some of the ‘flying dogs’ had come to
grief on the power lines of our route back home. The less smart ones who grabbed the wires above
the bottom line were sizzled when they relaxed and hit the line below. Their crispy remains
decorated the lines at frequent intervals. Monkeys also often use wires as an aerial highway but are
smart enough to only use telephone wires.

Sri Lanka has a viable gem mining industry. Some of the mines are rather primitive, essentially
consisting of holes in a rice paddi-field. There is legislation that dictates the size, construction and
depth of the hole but mining would be hot and wearisome work. We stopped in the middle of one
district and had lunch while some of our team made some purchases for their loved ones.

A small town on the way back to Colombo (D. Ho) Overloaded truck (G. Guy)
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Sunset (A. Leung)

Monk (A. Leung) The funeral of a head monk (J. Wong)

We passed through various villages and small towns on the way back to Colombo. We stopped to
take some photographs of the busy and multi-coloured markets (35, 36) and one particular visually
impactful monk whose saffron robes were beautifully offset with a bright yellow umbrella. Walking
amongst the throng was like wading in surf with a dangerous undertow. The senses are
overwhelmed in the cacophony of noise and colour.
Nearby a small truck had over thirty passengers stuffed
into its limited confines and it seemed a minor miracle its
tyres remained inflate.

On this route also Colombo seems to protrude for miles
into its surroundings and it took over an hour from
reaching the outskirts to get anywhere near the centre,
remembering that the vehicle hardly ever slows down but
just honks more. One of the head monks had recently
died and parts of the centre of the city were closed for
his funeral. We were shown various landmarks around
the city including the Prime Minister’s residence, the up-
market residential area, various embassies and seats of
Government. We spent a good hour taking tea and
chatting with the boss of the tour company before we
headed through the old Dutch area where there were
inevitable canals, fishing boats with simple rigging
cruised the coastline and a fisherman cast a line towards
the sunset.

Our accommodation for the final night was a bit more
touristy where we were serenaded by a band playing
1970s rock music while overweight and overbaked
Germans charged the buffet table (where were the
elephants).
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We had a normal scheduled return to Singapore via Emirates Airlines that was prefaced by a
drawn-out pre-embarkation bag searches and unnecessary waiting. The long week had been very
action-packed and a constant assault on the senses. There were many species to photograph and
as we dozed on the reclining seats of the aircraft we all contemplated sorting our images and
returning for more some day.
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